Facing Rising Labor Costs,
Manufacturing Company Uses
Remote Guarding to Combat
Increased Expenses
A manufacturing company was concerned about their budget when faced with the need to increase
wages for its security officers. In response, Securitas offered Remote Guarding services which allowed the client’s overall spend to remain flat.

The Challenge
A manufacturing parts and services company located in Central Pennsylvania recognized the
need to increase the wages of their guards to meet labor market demands, but were concerned
about their already tight budget. Having always utilized on-site guards, the client was initially
skeptical about applying Remote Guarding technology to prevent potential intruders and possible theft.
Additionally, the company’s existing camera system did not share the same technical interfaces
as Securitas’ remote technology and would not work for Remote Guarding purposes. Without
guarding or proper surveillance, the corporate office and its back gate would remain vulnerable,
as the location faces a high traffic street..

The Solution

RGWatch Ultra
Fortuitously, the company had decided to update their camera system throughout their corporate offices, allowing Securitas to propose the use of remote tours
through RGWatch Ultra.

With exceptional fields of view from its multi-sensor HD camera that connects directly to the Securitas Operations Center, the Ultra solution is ideal for locations needing flexible and
rugged security. Through this change, the company is now leveraging technology to efficiently monitor its corporate office location, apply analytics, and provide real-time alerts if the property should
ever become compromised.
While considering the implementation of RGWatch Ultra to help deter and mitigate security threats at
the vulnerable back gate, the client also decided to add the solution to their front gate, providing an
even more immersive security experience.

The Results
By implementing this new strategy, the company was able to maintain their current program’s capabilities while RGWatch Ultra provides increased surveillance and protection, without the client having to break their budget due to increasing labor costs.
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